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From the President  
Alison van den Berg, December 2015 

I have the pleasure of introducing yet another wonderful newsletter compiling the many and varied 

TPT field trips and activities conducted over the past 6 months. TPT is now in its sixth year and as the 

number of field trips increases each season, so does the size of the newsletter! Our biannual 

newsletter is chance to showcase what has been achieved by TPT volunteers across the state 

through the articles written by each of the field trip coordinators, and illustrates the value of the 

work done. The sum of volunteer hours for these trips totals an amazing 1,236 hours done by 71 

volunteers, and the contributions of each of you is greatly appreciated; getting though our packed 

field trip schedule has only been possible through the efforts of you our invaluable volunteers, 

including those of you who joined a TPT trip for the first time this season. 

The newsletter is also an opportunity to detail some notable highlights, like the discovery by Kerri 

Spicer of the tiny tufted annual herb Aphelia gracilis on our trip to the Arthur Pieman Conservation 

Area. This species was previously known in the midlands so this discovery represents a range 

extension of over 160 km for this species.  On our Auburn Road survey trip, a significant new hotspot 

for the moss sunray, Hyalosperma demissum, was found along with an additional site 

for Brachyscome perpusilla (tiny daisy). Notable information is also coming from sites monitored 

regularly over the past 6 years, such as the Surrey Hills grasslands which is providing interesting 

insights into orchid demography. After a patchy burn there in early June 2012 we found that plants 

in the 2012 burn were much more robust than those plants that missed the burn. Then, after 

another patchy burn in early November 2014, we found that the plants in the 2014 burn were not 

significantly different from those that missed the burn. By the good fortune of burns at different 

times, we have shown that the timing of a burn can make a significant difference to the growth of 

plants in the following season. The intriguing footnote to this story is that in 2014, the plants in the 

2012 burn were still larger than those that missed out on the 2012 burn. 

The TPT activities you will read about have been supported through financial contributions by each 

of the NRMs through the Threatened Flora Link Memorandum of Understanding. Another MOU has 

been signed off for the next three years by the three NRMs, the Department of Primary Industries, 

Parks and Wildlife and Environment, the Royal Tasmania Botanical Gardens and the Friends of the 

Royal Tasmania Botanical Gardens. The funding enables TPT to provide training for volunteers, 

purchase some equipment required on field trips, maintain the website and provide some 

contributions toward volunteer costs. TPT continues to attract additional funding from other bodies 

for specific projects, and this season the Glenorchy City Council contributed weeding gear and some 

first aid items to support TPT's field trip to the Amy Street Reserve. 

Happy reading, and please feel welcome to join us on a future trip! 
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TPT in the Field  
Threatened Grasses Workshop, August 2015 
Kerri Spicer 

The world of grass identification was opened up and made less scary to thirteen keen people over a 

mid-August weekend in Ross.  Our own Phil Collier and Mark Wapstra of ECOTas Consulting provided 

fantastic presentations and training that left us all feeling more confident in our grass identification 

and more aware of our threatened grass species.  Phil kept us on our toes with pop quizzes and 

we’re a little more aware now of the differences between the monocot families.  We learnt the 

fallacy of the saying, “sedges have edges, rushes are round, grasses have nodes and willows 

abound”.  Sedges don’t always have edges, rushes aren’t always round but luckily one of the three 

was correct with grasses indeed having nodes and you can make up your own mind about willows!  

A whole new language of grass botanical terms were learnt with our brains overflowing but Mark 

expertly guided us through some of the key native grass genera – Austrostipa, Deyeuxia, 

Amphibromus and Rhytidosperma.  Before we knew it we were peering down microscopes, 

dissecting seed heads, reeling off grass terms and gaining intense satisfaction from correcting 

identifying grasses to the species level – not as intimidating a process as first thought.  Vishnu 

Prahalad from UTAS gave a great presentation on the Saturday on “Plants and Habitat of Tasmanian 

Saltmarshes”, rounding out what was fantastic weekend.  TPT is hoping to repeat a similar training 

event next year with identification of the Cyperaceae family being banded around as the topic, stay 

tuned. 

Thanks go to the NRM regions 

whose funding made this 

training possible, to DPIPWE 

and the Royal Tasmanian 

Botanical Gardens for the loan 

of their microscopes, to the 

generous donation from NRM 

South of the “Common 

Grasses of Tasmania” book for 

all the participants, to our 

fantastic presenters and 

trainers, Mark, Phil and 

Vishnu, and for Mark allowing 

us to pull apart his herbarium 

specimens. 

Robin, Phil and Mark discussing grass! Photo: Kerri Spicer 

East Risdon State Reserve, September 2015 
Kerri Spicer 

With a big blue sky overhead this field trip was a glorious way to start to TPT’s spring field season. 

This interesting little reserve has a really important role to play in harboring some range restricted, 

threatened species. The target of the day was Pomaderris pilifera subsp. talpicutica (moleskin 

dogwood), identified from the more common Pomaderris pilifera subsp. pilifera (hairy dogwood) by 

the hairy, grey leaves (hence the name moleskin dogwood).  Both species grow side by side at East 

Risdon which was great for comparison. This species has an extremely limited distribution with only 
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two sub-populations, this one at East Risdon and another on the East Tamar.  Counts of this species 

had been made previously and our key task was to re-count the two main populations in the reserve.  

The population close to the river had a slight reduction in numbers (280 down from around 300) and 

its general condition was considered 'average'.  The inland population was however in better 

condition and numbers were similar to the previous count. 

The group also got to enjoy the 

area where the range-

restricted endemic, Eucalyptus 

morrisbyi (morrisbys gum), 

grows in the reserve.  Similar 

to the site at Calverts Hill, the 

mature E. morrisbyi gums were 

dead, but there was good 

sapling regeneration.  It was 

obvious how vulnerable this 

population is due to the lack of 

any reproductive trees.  We 

also got to see the threatened, 

Olearia hookeri (crimsontip 

daisybush), another range-

restricted endemic. 

The group enjoying the sun at East Risdon. Photo: Kerri Spicer 

Milford - rescore Caladenia saggicola, October 2015 
Kate Shaw 

Eight TPT volunteers joined Richard Schahinger from DPIPWE for the seventh year of monitoring of 

Caledenia saggicola at the Milford property. The transect, established in 2006, was re-scored and 

the outer areas, including Unit 5 which was burnt in April 2015, were re-surveyed. It was a very hot 

and windy day with temperatures at Hobart Airport reaching 30 degrees, and winds from the NW 

gusting to 90 km/hr. Counting didn't take long with only 57 flowering plants found across the site, 

and a mere 21 plants in the fenced off area; the lowest number since 2008, perhaps due to an 

unusually dry and rather cold winter. In comparison, in 2014, a total of 428 flowering plants were 

found, with 173 recorded in the fenced-off area. 

Prasophyllum crebriflorum experimental caging, October 2015 
Phil Collier 

On the 7th of October a small group of volunteer caging engineers met at Westwing Plain, Surrey 

Hills Estate to install individual cages on a random selection of Prasophyllum crebriflorum plants. 

James Dick from Forico had acquired some discarded chicken wire nearby in the bush, which we 

were able to fashion into robust cylinders, and secure to the ground with metal stakes. The aim of 

this experiment is to see whether cages will reduce the apparently high level of grazing during the 

growing season. Cages will limit access to plants by larger animals, which are potentially the most 

destructive culprits, but not smaller animals and invertebrates. Later in the season we plan to install 

motion sensitive cameras, which may add to our evidence. 
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While installing the cages we measured emerged leaves and vegetation height near the leaves. We 

satisfied ourselves that the allocation of cages was indeed random with respect to plants that had 

emerged or not emerged; and that the height of the surrounding vegetation does not significantly 

affect whether plants emerge. It was however established that the height of the vegetation is very 

significantly associated with partial loss of leaf material, with leaves in taller vegetation being more 

protected. The finger is already pointing at our larger animal friends! 

Caging is fun, fun, fun! Photo: Phil Collier 

Auburn Road, Ross, October 2015 
Kerri Spicer 

A rare chance for some mingling between TPT members from northern and southern Tassie 

happened on our field trip to Auburn Road west of Ross.  The world of teeny, tiny ephemerals, found 

on rock plates and wetlands, was the focus of our survey efforts in this conservation area. In 2014 

DPIPWE staff had surveyed the area, recommending that further survey work for threatened 

ephemeral species be undertaken earlier in the spring season, when conditions would likely be 

wetter and thus more suitable.  Alas, the dry winter/spring conditions meant that the conditions on 

site were in fact drier than when the site was surveyed later in the season last year!  Regardless, a 

number of threatened ephemerals were found, and new sites were recorded for a number of 

already known species in the covenant including Haloragis heterophylla (variable raspwort), 

Hyalosperma demissum (moss sunray), Hypoxis vaginata (sheathing yellowstar) and Asperula 

subsimplex (water woodruff).  The find of the day went to Tim Rudman’s gun team, who found 

Brachyscome perpusilla (tiny daisy), making this the sixth known site for this threatened species!   
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        The only way to see these tiny plants in on your hands and knees! Photo: Kerri Spicer 

Caladenia caudata monitoring, October 2015 
Phil Collier 

On 15 October we conducted our annual monitoring of 

Caladenia caudata plants at Henry Somerset CA. The 

transect has remained undisturbed for many years, and 

flowering plants had become scarcer year-by-year. 

2015 proved no exception, with no flowering plants 

seen. However, more leaves were detected than in 

2014, which reversed the apparent dramatic decline in 

leaf emergence recorded in 2014. 

 Elsewhere at Henry Somerset, flowering of Caladenia 

caudata was apparently poor even in places burnt in 

recent years, but this is only an impression from 

wandering around known hot spots. In contrast, other 

burnt areas produced some very nice orchid displays, including species like the lovely Thelymitra 

rubra and Caladenia angustata.  Forico are planning to burn the Caladenia caudata transect in 

autumn 2016, which will provide us with much better information about response to disturbance. 

Heathy Hills survey, October 2015.  
Viv Muller 

An eager group of volunteers got together with DPIPWE's Richard Schahinger and Magali Wright 

from NRM South to survey Heathy Hills NR for ephemerals, check on the population of Mirbelia 

oxylobioides (sandstone bushpea) and to check on some recent weed removal work. Richard’s 

The delightful Thelymitra rubra. Photo: 

Phil Collier. 
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mountain goat group’s search for ephemerals on sandstone rock pavements was only partly 

successful due to the very dry season, with a new site for the tiny annual Brachyscome perpusilla 

discovered. The core population of Mirbelia oxylobioides was in striking flower, though attempts to 

locate a southern outlier proved fruitless; plants at the site may have been lost to drought in the 

2000s or been impacted temporarily by a recent small burn. An unexpected bonus was a sea of 

yellow and white flowers on the reserve’s upper slopes, thanks to swards of Aotus ericoides (golden 

pea) and Boronia anemonifolia (stinky boronia). 

Back on the river flat, Magali and I inspected the great work of Pakana services in cutting and 

poisoning the very large gorse plants, some of which had invaded the Mirbelia population which 

stretches up the lower western face of the rock platform. We removed some small remnant gorse 

plants, and noted that there were still a couple of hawthorn specimens growing on the river’s edge. 

We also re-recorded the photopoints which Magali had previously set up, and all this information 

will be used in a report to NRM South, so that we qualify for the remaining part of the Naturally 

Inspired Grant. This will be used early in 2016 to fund some follow-up gorse removal. As expected, 

there is considerable activation of the 

gorse seed-bank, so as always there is 

need for continuing follow-up. 

Particular thanks to those tall people 

(Inger and Kerri!) who were able to 

reach some small gorse plants along 

the cliff, as well as rescuing the TPT 

bucket out of the river after a 

particularly large gust of wind! 

TPT will be back to Heathy Hills in the 

autumn of 2016 for a follow up trip. 

Mirbelia oxylobiodes in full flower. Photo: Richard White 

Conara/Arthur Pieman/Rocky Cape long weekend, October 2015.  
Malcolm Wells  

22 October: Conara  

Approximately 18 volunteers joined the survey for threatened Caladenia spp. near Smiths Lagoon, 

Conara. We were hoping to find C. caudata, C. lindleyana and less likely, C. pallida. Unfortunately, 

none of the target species were seen, perhaps due to the extremely dry nature of the soils in the 

area. Caladenia carnea and Caladenia clavigera were relatively common as was Diuris pardina.   

After lunch and some pollinator entertainment from Nigel Swarts, most of the group then set off for 

the long drive to the West Coast where we had booked accommodation in three excellent self-

contained units and the campground. 

23-25 October: Arthur Pieman Conservation Area  

Our primary goal was to visit known sites of Prasophyllum sp. Arthur-Pieman originally discovered by 

members of the Abblitt family in October 2012. Subsequently, TPT discovered a second population 

and assisted the Abblitt family to survey and monitor both populations. This new species differs 

markedly from all other species of Prasophyllum by its unornamented and entire labellum; an 

elongated anterior lobe of the column; and pollinia that readily fragments. 
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The survey was led by Phil Collier and aimed to determine the number present and measure the 

physical attributes of the plants. The aim was to develop a comprehensive description of the plant 

for formal identification at a later date and to provide some of the measurements in the new species 

description. 

Prasophyllum sp. Arthur-Pieman, around 125mm tall. Photo: Malcolm Wells. 

Dans Hill Conservation Area, October 2015.  
Roy Skabo 

Five volunteers guided by Richard Schahinger spent a day at Dans Hill Reserve behind Beaconsfield 

checking out the population of Tetratheca gunnii which is endemic to this area. This species grows 

on the serpentine rock which occurs in this Reserve. The excursion covered four sites, two of which 

had two enclosures each. Details of number of plants, number of flowers per plant were recorded.  

The day's activities also included counting and recording location data for natural populations and a 

few ex-situ populations consisting of plants propagated at the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens in 

Hobart. 

The species faces several threats including "wood-hooking", the unregulated use of motor bikes and 

quad bikes, and the possible development of a mining lease. Unfortunately the ex-situ populations 

had not fared well with very few T. gunnii plants being found. A couple of natural populations, 

protected by fences, were more promising with one in particular containing a substantial number of 

healthy plants. 

The main concern is that while numbers are holding up, this species is very fragmented and 

concentrated in a few small areas which could easily be diminished by mining or other activities.  
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Milford monitoring, October 2015.  
Douglas Clarke 

In November 2015, a small group of TPT volunteers returned to the Milford property with DPIPWE's 

botanist Richard Schahinger to monitor the Prasophyllum milfordense orchids for the eighth 

successive year. Only 13 plants were found this year which is the lowest number of flowering plants 

since detailed mapping was started in 2009. This result is probably due to the dry winter and spring, 

with most of the plants smaller than usual. 

The following table outlines the results of the monitoring for the various burn units. 

Burn Unit 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

1 0 55 26 19 72 45 39 9 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 0 16 12 6 13 5 0 1 

4 0 2 0 0 18 26 7 0 

5 0 126 12 16 124 122 19 3 

6 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 

Total 0 199 50 41 227 200 66 13 

Note: Unit 4 was burnt in April 2009, unit 3 in April 2013, and unit 5 in April 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Part of the team monitoring at Milford. Photo Carol Rue. 

Coles Bay weekend, November 2015.  
Alison van den Berg 

Our Coles Bay field trip this year was planned around the surveying of several species including 

Thelymitra atronitida and the Thelymitra malvina, both endangered species, Polyscias sp. Douglas-

Denison and Thryptomene micrantha.  

For the Thelymitra species, an area burned in the autumn of 2014 was revisited to collect 

information useful for understanding how these species recover after fire. The numbers found were 

down a bit from the pre-burn survey in 2012, however, given the dry season, both species have 
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recovered from the fire well. The survey in November 2014 found no Thelymitra in the area 

suggesting that recovery is only evident after a few seasons. We were fortunate to have a visiting 

Thelymitra expert, Lars Nauheimer from James Cook University, Queensland, join the field trip who 

took collections that will hopefully resolve taxonomic questions about these two species. The range 

of the T. atronitida was extended and, all in all, the volunteers had a great time despite emerging 

from the field stained black by the charcoaled remains of plants from the 2012 fire!     . 

 The survey of the endangered Thryptomene micrantha was well timed as they were in full flower. To 

date this species is known from a few points behind Wineglass Bay, and the survey extended their 

range significantly to the west of the previous recorded points. The large area didn’t daunt the 

volunteers who spent the day recording the boundaries and, as a result of their efforts (and tired 

legs), a more accurate picture of the species at this site has been established. 

Other surveys were done over the weekend but the results were less positive. A damp area behind 

Friendly Beaches was surveyed for ephemerals and while some species were found, none were 

threatened species. A walk along the edge of Moulting Lagoon revealed that the numbers of the 

endangered Viminaria juncae have been reduced to a startlingly low number. This was particularly 

disappointing as this species in only known from this one site in Tasmania. This group also visited the 

southern-most site in the area of the Polyscias sp. Douglas-dennison, also met with disappointing 

results as the small numbers 

have been further reduced, 

probably due to the long dry 

conditions there. Back near 

Friendly Beaches all was not lost 

as a survey yielded a tiny patch 

of the vulnerable Gratiola 

pubescens. Despite not finding 

many target species on these 

surveys, a number of rare 

species were spotted on the 

walks including the lovely 

Pimelea flava subsp. flava in full 

flower and the surveys took us 

on very scenic walks. 

The lovely Pimelea flava. Photo: Richard White 

Caladenia tonellii monitoring, November 2015.  
Phil Collier 

On 9 November, we conducted our annual monitoring of Caladenia tonellii 

(pictured left) at Henry Somerset CA. The transect had been burnt, one half 

in autumn 2013 and the other half in 2014. This created ideal conditions for 

the best flowering display seen since we started monitoring in 2009. There 

were about four attempts at flowering for every successful flower stem as 

evidenced by grazed flower stems observed along the transect. 

 In an additional to our previous practice, we also counted all the flowering 

plants that we could see along the transect, because not all of them were 

marked. Given a count of 33 flowering plants and our estimate that only 
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about one quarter of plants that attempted to flower escaped being grazed, there could have been 

about 150 attempts to flower. 

We now have fairly good evidence that burning encourages flowering, but the resulting clearance in 

understory seems to encourage grazing of the flower stems. Any ideas how to resolve that 

dilemma?! 

Weeding at Township Lagoon, November 2015.  
Viv Muller 

We have made significant improvements to the weed problem at this rich site for threatened species 

over the last several years. On this occasion Magali Wright from NRM South walked the main area 

where the threatened species are found, and cut and poisoned any gorse or briar rose found. I took 

a spray pack to deal with some remaining woody weeds on the boundaries. Unfortunately we were 

unable to complete this task due to an equipment problem. With the help of DPIPWE and NRM 

South, planning is underway for a control/elimination program of another weed threat, Lepidium 

draba (whiteweed). 

We also welcomed Patricia from the north 

of the state who worked with Oberon 

Carter from DPIPWE, to re-count the 

Leucochrysum albicans var tricolour, a task 

last undertaken by TPT in 2011. This is a 

somewhat problematic task, as it’s often 

difficult to distinguish individual plants. In 

this instance the two counters devised a 

method, but estimated a counting error 

between them of ± 12%.  In 2011 we 

recorded a total of 2500 plants, but in 2015 

the number has increased to 4614 ± 554! 

Counting Leucochrysum albicans var tricolour Photo: Oberon Carter 

Monitoring at Waterhouse and Bridport, November 2015.  
Roy Skabo 

A total of twelve volunteers participated on this excursion. We worked under the guidance of Grant 

Daniels, who had checked out both sites with Joe Quarmby during the previous couple of days. At 

the Waterhouse Conservation Area we were interested in determining the abundance of three main 

species, Xanthorrhoea arenaria, Hibbertia virgata and Pultenaea sericea. Naturally enough we kept 

our eyes open for other threatened species. 

After a briefing by Grant on how to recognise these species, we formed lines and traversed the area 

of interest, which included wet heathland and drier ridges. In the former we found hundreds of 

plants of P. sericea and in the drier areas we made multiple sightings of the H. virgata and X. 

arenaria. In the wetter areas we found some sun orchids and one of them was thought to be 

Thelymitra holmesii, the identification later confirmed by various orchidologists. This orchid had 

never before been recorded in this area. After lunch we split into two groups, one of which 

continued to survey the same area and the other to look at a different area which had been burned 

fairly recently. This second area provided sightings of some ephemerals and water-dwelling species 

such Trithuria submersa. 
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Sunday saw us travelling a few kilometres to a covenanted property nearer Bellingham where we 

were briefed to recognise Xanthorrhoea bracteata, a small and rare member of the genus. We also 

did a survey for the Pultenaea sericea and Hibbertia virgata and found quite a lot of the former, for 

which there had been previously only been two records on the property. We also found some 

Gratiola pubescens, Aphelia gracilis and Acacia ulicifolia, all new species for the property. Everyone 

seemed to enjoy themselves and the results were certainly very pleasing! 

 

Grant with a band of merry volunteers. Photo: Roy Skabo 

Thelymitra atronitida survey in Kingston, November 2015.  
Geoff Curry  

On Saturday 21st November a small group of TPT orchid enthusiasts surveyed three bush reserves in 

Kingston for Thelymitra atronitida, the blackhood sun orchid, an endangered orchid listed under the 

state Threatened Species Protection Act and known from only three locations. The dull weather 

conditions on the day didn’t allow for any of the sun orchids to open so most flowers needed some 

gentle assistance to reveal their identity. We were only able to locate one flowering T. atronitida, 
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and given that a number of plants in fruit at the same GPS location as a group of plants were 

recorded last year, this year’s survey 

may have been a week late. 

Our day wasn’t wasted however as our 

survey did reveal a good number of 

orchids including, the first few open 

Caleana major (flying duck orchid) and 

flocks more buds, similar numbers of 

Paracaleana minor (small duck orchids), 

a number of Calochilus platychilus 

(purple beard orchids), a few Caladenia 

alata (fairy fingers) and both the green 

and darker red Prasophyllum concinnum 

(trim leek orchid).  

 

Our quarry for the day, the beautiful Thelymitra atronitida. Photo: Richard White. 

Campbell Town, November 2015.  
Viv Muller 

The golf course is a significant site for threatened species, including herbs and shrubs like Velleia 

paradoxa, Pultenaea prostrata and orchids including Prasophyllum incorrectum, Prasophyllum 

olidum, Caladenia anthracina. Our weeding efforts are much needed here with the usual woody 

weed species present (gorse, hawthorn, boxthorn, broom); our job for the day was to cut and poison 

these around the south east perimeter of the course, close to the Prasophyllum olidum site, as well 

as within the course closer to the area where Caladenia anthracina is usually found. As part of the 

Threatened Flora Link project (of which TPT is a partner under our Memorandum of Understanding 

with the NRM regions) a Green Army team, arranged by Kate Thorn of NRM North, was also on site 

attacking a significant gorse problem on the western boundary. NRM North had also arranged some 

new signs highlighting the threatened species values on the course, and the Green Army team 

erected one on the course, with the second due to be placed in the clubroom. Part of the TPT 

activities for our two volunteers, accompanied by Richard Schahinger (DPIPWE), was to try to locate 

the Prasophyllum olidum population. We set up the established  transect, and checked all the co-

ordinates where the orchids had been previously found, as well as doing a walk-through and visual 

scan of the area. No plants were found. We attributed this to the extremely dry season. Personally, I 

had never seen the golf course so dry. There is usually lush grass with extravagant seed heads in that 

particular part of the course, but we only saw dry tufts. Unfortunately this is the second year running 

in which Prasophyllum olidum has not emerged, and we were hoping to have collections of both 

plant material and seed, a target activity for the Foundation for National Parks and Wildlife grant. No 

such luck. Even the Caladenia anthracina, another target which did emerge, did not produce any 

seed.  
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Green Army troops hard at work erecting an information board at the golf course. Photo: Viv Muller 

Amy Street Reserve, November 2015.  
Sabine Borgis 

On Saturday 28 November, 5 TPT volunteers and 

Glenorchy City Council’s Environment Officer, Hannah 

Sadler, met at Amy Street Reserve to follow up the 

extensive weed control already being undertaken by 

contractors employed by Glenorchy City Council as well as 

TPT volunteers over the last several years.  We really 

appreciate Hannah’s great support who also donated 

some new first aid gear, new dabbers and extra gear for 

weeding.  

In general the reserve condition is much better than when 

we started the effort in 2011. The main culprits are 

boneseed, blackberry, briar rose and cotoneaster. A couple of small Polygala myrtifolia (myrtle-leaf 

milkwort) bushes and an Agapanthus plant were also found. As could be predicted, there was a 

higher concentration of weeds on the edges of the reserve close to houses. We managed to cover 

roughly 80 percent of the reserve. Perhaps with an extra hour and/or a couple of extra volunteers 

we would be able to complete the task. We also picked up a considerable amount of rubbish, which 

yielded some interesting items, including a large, intact, handcrafted piggybank, which we decided 

to give to Hannah as a mum-to-be present. 

The main threatened species at this locality, Velleia paradoxa, was in flower, however, the numbers 

of flowers seemed to be fewer than in previous years, but a formal count was not conducted this 

year. Some other species seen flowering at the site were Vittadinia muelleri, Clematis gentianoides, 

Chrysocephalum apiculatum and semipapposum, Leptorhynchus spp. and Linum marginale.  

Velleia paradoxa, Amy Street's star 

attraction. Photo: Chris Obst 
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An interesting twist to this event was that on the Tuesday before the working bee my partner and I 

went to the reserve for an assessment. As we were walking through, a fire started up in the centre of 

the reserve. The Moonah Fire Brigade brought this under control (until apparently next day Hannah 

Sadler, while assessing the ‘damage’, had to call the brigade back because some embers reignited!). 

The area burnt is roughly 2,000 square metres. It will be interesting to see what comes up in this 

patch! 

Weeding at Jordan Nature Reserve, Pontville, December 2015.  
Magali Wright  

On the 5th of December four TPT volunteers joined Richard Schahinger (DPIPWE), Mark Monks 

(TPWS) and Magali Wright (NRM South) to weed gorse, brair rose and blackberries at Jordan River 

Nature Reserve, an important conservation area given the rare grassland habitat found in the 

reserve. TPT have been working on this site for a number of years now, and this was the first 

weeding working bee that we had the weed control work finished just after lunch with an hour 

spare! We used our spare time to enjoy a good look at the threatened plants, including Hibbertia 

basaltica (the basalt guinea flower) and Dianella amoena (grassland flax lily). The weed control at 

this site has made leaps and bounds due to the continued effort of TPT volunteers and more recently 

a grant from the Foundation for National Parks and Wildlife and funding from NRM South as part of 

the Threatened Flora Link project. These funders have contributed to two years of weed control by 

Pakana Services. The Pakana crew have got on top of weed infestation along the old train line and in 

the quarry that were too large to tackle during working bees. 

Survey for Euphrasia gibbsiae subsp. wellingtonensis (mount wellington 

eyebright), Mt Wellington, December 2015.  
Richard Schahinger 

Euphrasia gibbsiae subsp. wellingtonensis (mount 

wellington eyebright) is a small herb in the 

Scrophulariaceae family, currently listed as rare on the 

Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act 1995, and 

cited as a priority for research in the Wellington Park 

Management Plan (2013). Despite the taxon’s listing there 

is very little information available as to its extent or 

abundance on the mountain, nor the identification of any 

threats, hence the impetus for the current round of TPT 

surveys. 

 

Preliminary surveys were undertaken by the author on 29 and 30 November 2015, including the 

upper sections of the Icehouse Track and the treeless area west of the Pinnacle. The main survey 

effort came on 6 December 2015, timed to coincide with the taxon’s flowering peak, the author 

being accompanied by ten enthusiastic volunteers led by trip coordinator Richard White. The 

volunteers split into three groups to cover as much ground as possible. Standard TPT proformas 

were used to record the presence of the species including notes on the number of plants, their 

reproductive status and habitat. The flowering status of the other two Euphrasia taxa on the summit 

plateau was also noted. GPS track logs were compiled at the end of the day, with all point records 

are to be entered into DPIPWE’s Natural Values Atlas. 

Euphrasia gibbsiae subsp. 

wellingtonensis. Photo: Richard White. 
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About 600 mt wellington eyebright plants were recorded during the course of the 2015 surveys 

occurring for the most part at altitudes between 1150 to 1245 m above sea level, with a single 

‘outlying’ site on the upper Ice House Track at 1020 m asl, with a linear range of 3.1 km.  It is 

considered highly likely that the total population on the mountain numbers in the thousands, as only 

a small proportion of the potential habitat was able to be surveyed. Furthermore this plant's 

diminutive stature, its habit of sheltering beneath shrubs, and the presence of other white-flowered 

plants such as Epacris serpyllifolia and Bauera rubioides, all meant that plants could easily be missed. 

It was recorded in a variety of habitats in the alpine/subalpine zone, most commonly in sedgeland 

and heathland (especially at the edges of small pools), with the occasional occurrence in cushion 

plants and even sphagnum, and also in seepage areas in low woodland dominated by Eucalypts 

coccifera. 

We didn’t come across any obvious threats to the species on the day, though in the longer-term 

climate change might be expected to come into play with changes to rainfall patterns and an 

increase in extreme events. The results of the 2015 surveys mean that we now have a much better 

handle on the species’ distribution on the mountain, as well as being much better placed to plan for 

future monitoring. 

TPT field trips for the first half of 2016  
Threatened Plants Tasmania has an active field trip program mostly in spring and summer to survey, 

monitor and manage the habitat of threatened and endangered plant species. Dates and 

destinations of these trips may be altered due to weather or changing circumstances. Any updates 

and details of each trip are sent to the TPT email list and will be available about 2 weeks in advance 

on www.wildcaretas.org.au and www.tpt.org.au. All trips are led by botanists and data gathered 

contributes to improved knowledge and management of the species.   

 

 

 

 

Date Action Site Species 

16-Jan Survey & transect Ben Lomond Veronica ciliolata subsp. fiordensis 

17-Jan Field workshop Ben Lomond Alpine vegetation and ecology 

23-25 Jan Rescore transects; 
survey 

Vale of Belvoir, Surrey Hills Prasophyllum crebriflorum etc 

6-Feb Hawthorn control & 
survey 

Smiths Lagoon (Conara) Xerochrysum palustre etc 

20-Feb Extension surveys Wombat Moor Pherosphaera hookeriana 

20-Feb Survey Stanley The Nut Leucochrysum albicans 

5-Mar Survey Boomer Marsh, Blackman Bay Saltmarsh species 

19-Mar Status & rescore 
transect 

Arthur River Pneumatopteris pennigera, Corunastylis 
brachystachya 

19-Mar Weed scoring Heathy Hills Mirbelia oxylobioides 

16-Apr White gum trials Bruny Island Eucalyptus viminalis (40-spotted pardalote 
habitat) 

23-Apr Translocation Pontos Hills Hardenbergia violacea 

11-Jun Seedling protection Calverts Hill Eucalyptus morrisbyi 

http://www.wildcaretas.org.au/
http://www.tpt.org.au/
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2016 TPT Committee 
Since the release of the last newsletter we have had one new addition to the committee, Joe 

Quarmby. We welcome Joe aboard who brings a wealth of botanical expertise to the team. The 

committee for the 2015/16 season is as follows:  

Alison van den Berg President vandenberg.alison@gmail.com 

Phil Collier Vice President North phil@rubicon.org.au 

Viv Muller Vice President South mulrum@gmail.com 

Inger Visby Secretary inger@intas.net.au 

Richard White Treasurer richardwhite67@gmail.com 

Doug Clarke Committee douglasclarke@bigpond.com 

Geoff Curry Committee Geoff.Curry@visy.com.au 

Robin Garnett Committee robin@rubicon.org.au 

Alister Hazeldine Committee alihazeldine@hotmail.com 

Joe Quarmby Committee jpquarmby@gmail.com 

Kerri Spicer Committee spicerkerri@yahoo.com.au 

 

TPT is a Wildcare group. 

---END--- 


